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Nonlinear coupling network to simulate the development of the r-mode instability
in neutron stars. I. Construction
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R-modes of a rotating neutron star are unstable because of the emission of gravitational radiation. We
explore the saturation amplitudes of these modes determined by nonlinear mode-mode coupling.
Modelling the star as incompressible allows the analytic computation of the coupling coefficients. All
couplings up to n � 30 are obtained, and analytic values for the shear damping and mode normalization
are presented. In a subsequent paper we perform numerical simulations of a large set of coupled modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1998, Andersson [1], and Friedman and Morsink [2]
showed that r-modes of a rotating neutron star can
be unstable via the gravitational-radiation driven
Chandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz (CFS) mechanism [3,4].
In inviscid stars this mechanism causes any mode that is
retrograde in the corotating frame but prograde in the
inertial frame to grow as it emits gravitational radiation.

For neutron star rotational frequencies �100�
1000 Hz gravitational radiation from an unstable r-mode
falls within the range in which ground-based gravitational
wave detectors are sensitive. If detectable this signal would
probe the internal structure of neutron stars. Moreover, it
has been suggested that the CFS instability of the r-mode
could limit neutron star rotational frequencies [5–7]. The
key question, which currently remains unanswered, is to
what amplitude these modes grow and whether they can be
detected at all.

The slow growth rate of these secularly unstable modes,
as well as their three-dimensional nature, makes the prob-
lem ill-suited to direct hydrodynamical simulation. Gravi-
tational radiation slowly drains away the rotational energy
of the star over a time scale well in excess of 106 rotation
periods, too long a time period for numerically stable
hydrodynamical simulations of a rotating neutron star.

There have been three attempts at direct hydrodynamical
calculations [8–10]. These simulations (1) assume that the
background star has uniform initial rotation, (2) use ap-
proximate linear eigenfunctions as initial perturbations,
and (3) assume either a large initial amplitude, or else
artificially increase the radiation reaction force enough to
ensure that a large amplitude is reached relatively quickly.

In one direct hydrodynamical calculation, Stergioulas
and Font [8] used 1163 grid points, and perturbed an
equilibrium model with an excitation corresponding to an
approximate linear l � m � 2 r-mode eigenfunction with
a substantial amplitude (� � 1). They evolved the system
in a fixed, static spacetime geometry for 26 r-mode periods,
after which the amplitude decreased because of numerical
viscosity. No energy leakage out of the r-mode was ob-
served, so they concluded that nonlinear couplings would
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not inhibit the instability on a dynamical time scale, but
that this could happen on longer time scales.

Lindblom et al. [9] did a Newtonian hydrodynamical
simulation on a 64� 128� 128 grid, with the gravita-
tional radiation added as a radiation reaction force.
However, they boosted the radiation reaction force by a
factor of 4 500 to force the instability to grow substantially
in the �30 rotation periods spanned by their calculation.
The initial condition was a uniformly rotating star with a
small amplitude perturbation proportional to the vector
spherical harmonic Re�YB22�. In their simulation, the
mode amplitude grew exponentially at first, reaching an
amplitude of order unity. After that, the growth was halted
by dissipation resulting from breaking waves (shocks).

Gressman et al. [10] performed a Newtonian hydrody-
namical simulation for nonviscous fluid flow very similar
to [9] using a high resolution shock capturing scheme to
accurately integrate their equations. They began by ampli-
fying an initially weak (l � m � 2) r-mode at 9� 107

times the radiation reaction rate, to amplitudes of order
unity, at which point they ceased driving the mode and
observed its decay. Subsequently the r-mode decreased in
amplitude slowly for a short time, but then decayed cata-
strophically. Gressman et al. interpreted the dropoff as a
slow leakage of energy to other fluid modes, which then act
nonlinearly with the r-mode, resulting in the rapid decay.
The time to decay was found to be amplitude-dependent:
the larger the initial amplitude the faster the eventual
decay. Previously, we have argued that this behavior can
be attributed to the nonlinear period of a particular three-
mode coupling [11].

None of these simulations excludes the possibility that
the r-mode saturates at low amplitudes. If the time scale for
the growth of the (l � m � 2) r-mode to saturate by non-
linear hydrodynamical effects is longer than the unphysi-
cally shortened growth rates used in the simulations,
saturation at small amplitudes could be prevented artifi-
cially. Moreover, the spatial resolution of the hydrody-
namic codes may not be sufficient to resolve the small
scale modes to which the r-mode couples effectively, arti-
ficially increasing the possible r-mode amplitude.
-1  2004 The American Physical Society
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To gain a deeper understanding of the r-mode instability
and its saturation amplitude, we investigate the nonlinear
coupling of a large network of the inertial modes of a star.
As long as the amplitudes of the modes remain small, it is a
good approximation to treat the oscillations with (weakly
nonlinear) perturbation theory. By treating the neutron star
as a uniform density incompressible object, the modes and
their couplings can be calculated analytically. Our dynami-
cal model then reduces to the simultaneous solution of a
network of equations of the form [12]

_c A�t� � iwAcA � �AcA � �i
wA
�A

X
BC

�ABCcBcC: (1)

Here the amplitudes jcAj are assumed to be small, so we
retain only the nonlinear couplings among triplets of
modes, which, in the absence of dissipation and driving,
would form an infinite dimensional Hamiltonian system
with three-mode couplings �ABC. Gravitational radiation
and viscosity are added as driving and damping terms �A.
The quantities wA and �A are the mode frequency and
mode energy of mode A, respectively, and a bar denotes
complex conjugation.

This approach has the great advantage that we can track
the energy transfer and identify the couplings that become
important. However it also poses many analytical and
computational challenges. We present the analytic founda-
tion to this investigation in this paper. The numerical
investigation of the evolution of the oscillator network
and the saturation amplitudes achieved will be presented
in a later paper [13].

First the linear eigenfunctions have to be obtained and
appropriately normalized. In the case of a uniformly rotat-
ing uniform-density star an elegant coordinate transforma-
tion introduced by Bryan yields an exact analytic solution
[14,15]. A few properties of these generalized r-modes,
their frequency structure, and analytic normalization are
reviewed in Section II.

Section III details damping and driving terms of the
linear modes. The analysis is a brief summary of that
presented by Lockitch and Friedman [16] and Lindblom,
Owen, and Morsink [17] and serves as a partial test of our
approach to computing integrals over the star. Analytic
scalings for the damping are obtained in the zero rotation
limit.

The main body of this paper explores a method of
computing the nonlinear mode-mode couplings. In
Section IV we specialize the formalism presented by
Schenk et al. [12] to the case of the inertial modes of an
incompressible star. Computing the coupling coefficients
for modes with large mode number n � l� 1 is tricky
because of precision problems. A technique for computing
these coefficients to arbitrary precision is presented in
Section V. Computational time however limits us to com-
puting only coefficients up to n � 30. Section VI explores
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some of the properties of the coupling coefficients, includ-
ing a complete list of selection rules they obey.

Arras et al. [18] based their WKB analysis on the Bryan
modes to determine the scalings of the damping, normal-
izations, and couplings in their weak turbulence picture of
r-mode saturation. Whereas they employed the Cowling
approximation in computating the coupling coefficients,
we do not. In fact, the perturbations of the gravitational
potential make a non-negligible contribution to the cou-
pling coefficients in this problem.

Arras et al. [18] also presented a picture where a cascade
of energy from the r-mode to smaller length scales is set up,
and an inertial range is established. Our papers are de-
signed to test this picture ‘‘experimentally,’’ and to see
whether an alternative scenario is valid where the r-mode
is effectively damped by coupling to just a few modes.
II. EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTION AND
LINEAR MODES

Consider a rotating ball of liquid with constant density
that obeys the Euler equation

@tv� v 	 rv � �r

�
p
�
�

�
; (2)

the continuity equation

@t��r 	 ��v� � 0; (3)

and Newtonian gravity

r2 � �4�G�: (4)

Here, v is the velocity field, � the density,  the gravita-
tional potential of the star, and p the pressure.

Maclaurin spheriods are uniform density, uniformly ro-
tating solutions with eccentricity e and volume V � 4

3�R
3.

The average radius of the spheroid R is related to the
equatorial (Re) and polar (Rp) radii of the spheroid by
R3 � R2

eRp. The pressure and angular velocity of the
spheroid can be expressed in terms of the eccentricity as
follows:

p � pe

�
1�

$2

R2
e
�
z2

R2
p

�
; (5)

�2 � 2�G�
�
�3� 2e2�

��������������
1� e2

p

e3
arcsine�

3

e2
�1� e2�

�
;

(6)

where G is Newton’s Constant and $2 � x2 � y2 is the
cylindrical radial coordinate. For a given eccentricity, pe,
Re, and Rp are constant:

pe � 2�G�2 �1� e2�2=3

e2

�
1�

��������������
1� e2

e2

s
arcsine

�
; (7)
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Re � R
�

1

1� e2

�
1=6
; (8)

Rp � R�1� e2�1=3: (9)

These solutions are dynamically and secularly stable
below the bifurcation point at e � 0:81267, � �
0:61174

�����������
�G�

p
[19].

A. Linear Eigenmodes

The linear stability analysis was carried out by Bryan in
1889 [14]. Ipser and Lindblom [15] have given a modern
and improved rendering of this analysis and it is mainly
their approach and notation on which we rely.

The linearized perturbation equations for the Lagrangian
displacement � are

��� 2�� �� � �r�U; (10)

r2� � �4�G��: (11)

The Coriolis force is represented by the 2�� _� term. �U
is the hydrodynamic potential of the star, related to the
Eulerian pressure perturbation �p, and gravitational po-
tential perturbation � by

�U �
�p
�

� �: (12)

Assuming an ei!t time dependence, (10) and (11) can be
rewritten using the two-potential formalism of Ipser and
Lindblom [15] (this frequency convention differs from that
used by Schenk et al. [12] by a minus sign):

r2�U �
1

w2 @zz�U; (13)

r2� � �4�G�2��p���U � �: (14)

Note that for the rest of this paper the rotational fre-
quency ! will be rescaled in terms of the parameter w �
!=2� which takes on values between �1 and 1 (w is
related to the � frequency parameter of Ipser and
Lindblom [15] by w � �=2).

Equation (14) for the gravitational potential is Laplace’s
equation with a discontinuity on the boundary. The delta
function describes the surface of the Maclaurin spheroid.
Equation (13) for �U is valid only within the spheroid.

With two elegant coordinate transformations, Bryan
transformed Eqs. (13) and (14) so that they become sepa-
rable and allow the boundary conditions to be imposed. On
the surface of the star these eigenfunctions correspond to
waves that preserve the stellar volume. Imposing the
boundary conditions leads to dispersion relations for the
eigenfrequencies.

The eigenfunctions found by Bryan [14,15] can be ex-
pressed as Legendre functions in spheroidal coordinates
�";#� for the gravitational potential
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��#0 � �
Qm
n �i"�

Qm
n �i"0�

Pmn �#�eim&;

��"0 � �
Pmn �i"�
Pmn �i"0�

Pmn �#�eim&:

(15)

Here � is an arbitrary constant and "0 � �1� e2�=e2. The
subscripts � # 0 and � " 0 indicate the exterior and interior
regions of the star, respectively. The coordinate transfor-
mation to spheroidal coordinates is

$ � a
������������������������������������
�"2 � 1��1�#2�

q
; z � a"#; (16)

where the constant a is related to the eccentricity by
a3 � R3e3=

��������������
1� e2

p
.

The hydrodynamic potential Eq. (13) is solved in terms
of bispheroidal coordinates �(; ~#�:

$ � b
������������������������������������
�1� (2��1� ~#2�

q
; z � bd( ~#;

b2 �
a2�1� w2e2�

�1� w2�e2
; d �

���������������
1� w2

p

w
;

(17)

and

�U � +
Pmn �(�
Pmn �(0�

Pmn � ~#�eim&; (18)

where + is a constant related to � by the dispersion
relations due to the boundary conditions. The constant
(2
0 � a2"20=b

2d2 is the coordinate value of the stellar sur-
face in bispheroidal coordinates. Note that the Legendre
functions are labeled using the indices n and m. This is to
avoid confusion with the index l � n� 1 that is used to
denote the spherical harmonics in the radiation reaction
force, Eq. (33).

The Lagrangian displacement � can be constructed from
the hydrodynamic potential [15] equation (3.2)

� a �
1

4�2Q
ab�U;b; (19)

where

Qab �
1

w2 � 1

�
gab �

1

w2 z
azb �

i
w
ra&b

�
: (20)

Finally the Lagrangian perturbation in pressure, equa-
tion (I5) of [12] �p � �p� � 	 rp can be written as

�p � ���U � �� � � 	 rp; (21)

using Eq. (12). The boundary conditions require that �p �
0 on the surface of the star. For the special case of the n �
m� 1 r-modes it can be shown (see equation (7.11) of
[15]) that �p is identically zero over the entire star for any
rotation rate.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Frequency spectrum for the inertial
modes of an incompressible star. n � m� 1 r-modes denoted
by ‘‘*’’. The x-axis ticks denotes the mode number n. The data
points for the various m values follow each tick starting with the
mode m � n� 1 nearest the tick mark and continuing with n�
2 . . . 0. The y-axis plots the frequency value w � !=2�.
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B. Properties of Linear Modes

The coordinate transformations (17) used for the hydro-
dynamic potentials depend on the mode frequency w.
Later, when the coupling coefficients are computed in
Section IV, it will be necessary to perform integrals involv-
ing three different modes; this requires a common coordi-
nate system. It turns out that when transformed back to
cylindrical coordinates, the modes are nothing more than
polynomials in $ and z with frequency dependent coef-
ficients, which makes the problem tractable. The construc-
tion of these polynomials is achieved by successive
applications of recursion relations of the Legendre func-
tions; this is presented in Appendix A. The fact that the
potentials can be represented in this way allows us to
compute the large number of coupling coefficients between
the modes in a very efficient and accurate manner.

Each eigenfunction can be labeled by three numbers
�n;m; k� varying over the ranges specified below:

n : 2!1 Principal Legendre index

m : 0!n�1 Azimuthal index

k : 1!n�m ifm�0 Frequency index:

1!n�m�1 ifm�0:

In order to estimate the number of modes for a given n,
and the number of couplings among these modes, it is
useful to introduce the index j which arranges the inertial
modes consecutively:

j �
�n� 1�n�n� 1�

6
�

�n�m� 1��n�m�
2

� k� 1:

(22)

The j indices for the n � m� 1 r-modes are
jR � �n� 1�n�n� 1�=6.

To give some idea of the size and connectivity of our
coupling network, observe that for a given maximum value
of n � nmax, the number of included modes is

Nmax �
nmax�nmax � 1��nmax � 2�

6
� 1 �

n3max

6
: (23)

The selection rules discussed in Section VI restrict the
total number of couplings (K) to

K / n8max: (24)
C. Frequency Spectrum

The frequency spectrum for the Bryan modes is set by
the boundary conditions [15] and is shown in Fig. 1. The
physical values of these frequencies are bounded between
�2� and 2�. (Numerical values for the first few frequen-
cies can be found in [15] Table I).

For comparison, the oscillation frequency (f-mode) of
an incompressible fluid sphere ([14] equation (86)) is
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!2
f � �G�

8n�n� 1�

3�2n� 1�
: (25)

More generally, the f and p modes of a compressible star
have frequencies scaling as

�����������
�G�

p
. These frequencies are

much larger than the r-mode frequencies even for moder-
ately fast rotation. The large separation between these two
frequency regimes makes the evolution of the r-mode
difficult to follow in a hydrodynamical calculation. Any
direct fluid simulation requires a time step small enough to
resolve the oscillations due to rapid pulsation modes, while
studying the r-mode problem requires the evolution of
modes with much longer time scales. The large discrep-
ancy between the frequencies of inertial and pulsation
modes makes it unlikely that the generalized r-modes
would excite the pulsation modes. In all of our subsequent
computations the pulsation modes will be ignored, allow-
ing much larger time steps to be taken in mode-mode
simulations, and enabling us to study the long term effects
of mode-mode interactions.

D. Normalization

To facilitate the comparison between modes, all the
linear modes are normalized by a factor  such that the
mode rotating-frame-energy at unit amplitude � has a fixed
value of 2Eunit � MR2�2 where M � 4

3��R
3 is the mass

of the star.
Schenk et al. [12] equations (K22) and (2.36) provide a

general formula for the mode energy, valid at any rotation
rate, namely

� � �! 2�ih�; 2�� �i � 2!h�; �i�

�  2w2
Z
d3x��� 	

�
r�U

w2 � 4�2(
�
: (26)

These integrals can be computed analytically for an in-
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compressible star of any ellipticity. The computation in-
volves a number of nonstandard integrals of Legendre
functions [20]. In the spherical limit in units where R �
1 the mode energy greatly simplifies to

� �
 2

4�2

2��+2

�1� w2�

2

2n� 1

�n�m�!
�n�m�!

�n�n� 1� (27)

and the dimensionless normalization factor  is

 � 4�2 1

+

����
�
3

r ������������������
1� w2

n�n� 1�

s �����������������������������������
2n� 1

4�
�n�m�!
�n�m�!

s
: (28)

The last square root factor is the standard normalization
factor of Legendre functions to obtain spherical harmonics.
III. DISSIPATIVE EFFECTS

If the dissipative effects are small they can be modeled
by adding a damping term �AcA to the oscillator Eq. (1).
For a detailed discussion of the validity of this approach,
see [16].

The main damping mechanism in the higher order
modes is viscosity, while gravitational radiation both
damps and drives the low-order modes, with very little
effect on the higher order modes.

A. Shear viscous damping

The damping rate �5 of a mode due to shear viscosity
can be computed from the perturbed shear tensor [16]

�6ab � iw���a;b � �b;a�; (29)

to be

�5 � �
_E5
�

�
25
�

Z
d3x�6ab�6�

ab

�
5
�

Z
d3x�2w��2��a;b��a;b � �a;b��b;a�; (30)

where 5 is the shear viscosity coefficient. We use the
coefficient proposed by [16,21] for hot neutron star matter,
and explore temperature ranges varying from 106 K to
109 K:

5 � 2� 1018
�

�

1015 g cm�3

�
9=4

�
109 K

T

�
2
g cm �1s�1:

The geometric contribution ��5=5� of the individual
modes is rather complex, having different scalings for a
fixed n depending on the m value as well as the frequency.
It varies from roughly 2n2 for the m � n� 1 r-modes to
2
3 n

3 for them � 0 modes. This picture is more complicated
than the scalings given by Arras et al. in [18] based on the
WKB analysis.

An analytic fit valid for all the modes motivated in part
by the partial analytic results for the shear [20] can be
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found for our numerically computed shear damping rates:

�5
5

�
1

3
�2n� 1�

�
�n� 3��n� 2� �

m2 � 2mw

1� w2

�
: (31)

For the case of the m � n� 1 r-mode the damping
reaches its minimum value of

�5
5

� �2m� 3��m� 1� (32)

for a given n. Figure 2 displays the results for the shear
damping.

B. Gravitational driving

Gravitational radiation (GR) strongly drives certain low-
order modes, resulting in large scale fluid circulation while
damping others. An accurate estimate of the driving rates
of gravitational radiation can be found using the procedure
outlined by Ipser et al. [17] and is summarized in the
following equations:

�GR �
2w�2w�m��2

2E

X
l�2

Nl�2w�m�2l�2l

� �j�Dlmj
2 � j�Jlmj2�; (33)

where �Dlm is the mass multipole (which vanishes in the
spherical limit)

�Dlm �
Z
��rlY�

lmd
3x (34)

and �Jlm is the current multipole (which makes the largest
contribution to driving in our model),

�Jlm �
2

c

�����������
l

l� 1

s Z
rl�2w���� ��v� 	 YB�lmd

3x; (35)

Ylm, and YBlm are the scalar and magnetic type vector
spherical harmonics, respectively. The quantity

Nl �
4�G

c2l�1

�l� 1��l� 2�

l�l� 1���2l� 1�!!2
(36)

determines the strength of the coupling. The c2l�1 factor in
the denominator is the reason only large scale, small n
modes such as the (n � 3,m � 2) r-mode are driven.

The sign of the damping/driving rate is set by the
2w�2w�m� factor. The eigenmode will be driven if this
product is less than zero for that particular mode. This is
the mathematical statement leading to the CFS instability.

C. Other sources of dissipation

Bulk viscosity may be significant in neutron stars at high
temperatures, particularly as a consequence of the appear-
ance of hyperons at high densities [22]. The rate of dis-
sipation of energy due to bulk viscosity [16] can be written
using equations (I14) and (I17) of [12] as follows
-5
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� _EB �
Z
d3x"!2jr 	 �j2

����������
�

��������2

�
Z
d3x

�
"!2

02
1

����������p
p

��������2
: (37)

Mathematically, this is zero for an incompressible star
because � _EB / 0�2

1 ! 0. We can adopt the attitude that
Eq. (37) gives the dissipation rate to leading order in 0�2

1 ,
which we then regard as a parameter (which can be ab-
sorbed into the still-uncertain bulk viscosity coefficient ").
In the limit of slow rotation this integral simplifies to

� _EB �

�
"!2

02
1

�Z
d3x

��������� 	 rpp

��������2
; (38)

where use has been made of Eq. (21) and the fact that �
scales like �1=�2�r�U in Eq. (19). We have evaluated the
integral (38) up to modes with n � 12 and observe a strong
frequency dependence in the results, modes with frequen-
cies near zero being strongly damped. However, a defi-
ciency of the incompressible star model for inertial mode
perturbations is that �p � 0 for all n � m� 1 r-modes.

Because we are mainly interested in the dynamical
aspects of three-mode coupling in saturating the CFS in-
stability of the r-mode, and since we cannot model bulk
viscosity realistically or uniquely using an incompressible
star model, we have chosen only to include shear viscosity
in our network calculations. Viscosity plays two roles in
our problem: (i) it is important in determining the para-
metric instability thresholds for interacting triplets of
modes; (ii) it limits the range of modes that participate
vigorously in the nonlinearly interacting network. Our goal
during this investigation is to explore the characteristic
124017
behavior of mode-mode coupling in the simplest self-
consistent model we can construct. The importance of
bulk viscosity, as well as any other form of damping, can
be examined retrospectively after we have explored the
influence of damping of different strengths on our illus-
trative calculations for networks with shear viscosity alone.
Accordingly, we reserve further comment on the omission
of bulk viscosity to our next paper, where we report on the
results of detailed numerical investigations.

D. Parameters of the Model

All physical quantities in the calculation are made non-
dimensional by expressing mass in units of M�, time in
units of 1=2�, and length in units of the mean radius of the
star R.

This choice of units allows the coupling coefficients to
remain unchanged for all stars to first order in �2.
(Changing the rotation rate of the star influences the ei-
genfunction and this effect enters the coupling coeffie-
cients as second order in �2.) It does, however, mean
that if the rotation rate of the star is changed both the
viscous damping and GR driving rates are changed. The
viscous damping rate changes because time is rescaled.
The GR driving rate changes because � enters nonlinearly
into the formula for the GR driving.

The dimensionless parameters in our simulations are
chosen to correspond to the physical values of a star with
R � 10 km, M � 1:4 M�, and temperature ranging from
106 K to 109 K. The eigenfunctions considered in our
calculations are those obtained in the limit of no rotation.
However the gravitational driving is computed as if the star
were rotating with a fixed rotation rate of � � 0:37

�����������
��G

p

corresponding to an eccentricity of e � 0:5. This rotation
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rate is fast corresponding to a physical frequency of ; �
695 Hz or a period of 1.4 ms, which is appropriate since we
are attempting to set an upper bound on the possible
dynamics due to the r-mode driving.

Our computed values for the damping and driving rates
agree with those computed by Lockitch et al. [16] for the
case of a neutron star with R � 12:57 km, T � 1� 109 K,
M � 1:4 M�, and �2 � �G�, which are the values to
which they scaled their results.

The often-quoted growth time due to gravitational ra-
diation of the order of 103 rotation periods is the maximum
possible growth rate that can be achieved if the star were
rotating at breakup. Actual growth times could be orders of
magnitude larger and increase like ��4 for the
(n � 3,m � 2) r-mode.
IV. NONLINEAR COUPLING

The linear growth of the unstable modes can be halted by
various damping mechanisms. We wish to explore the
damping due to couplings to other modes which eventually
transfer energy to small enough scales that it is efficiently
dissipated. The pathways available for the energy to dis-
sipate are determined by the couplings and frequency
detunings between the modes. We consider only the lowest
order nonlinear three-mode couplings as computed by
Schenk et al. [12]. Their explicit expression for three-
mode coupling as given by equation (4.20) in [12] is

�ABC �
1

2

Z
d3xp�01 � 1�2fABr 	 �Cg � p

�
�01 � 1�2

�
@01

@ ln�

�
r 	 �Ar 	 �Br 	 �C

�
1

2

Z
d3xp�<ABC � <ACB�

�
1

2

Z
d3x��(i

fA(
j
B�

�1�Cg;ij � (iA(
j
B(

k
C;ijk�;

(39)

where 2AB � (iA;k(
k
B;i, <ABC � (iA;j(

j
B;k(

k
C;i, and 01 �

@ lnp=@ ln�js is the generalized adiabatic index governing
the perturbations. The notation VfABCg used, for example, in
the term 2fABr 	 (Cg indicates that all cyclic permutations
of the indices labeling the modes must be added, in other
words VfABCg � VABC � VBCA � VCAB.

Note that we have changed the sign of  from that used
by Schenk et al. [12], to be consistent with convention of
Ipser and Lindblom [15] and Chandrasekhar [19].

We have chosen to investigate a particularly simple
version of the nonlinear coupling, namely, incompressible
perturbations of a uniformly dense star. In principle, we
could allow finite 01 for the perturbations, but we have
made a tacit assumption that the perturbations and the star
obey the same zero entropy equation of state with a single,
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large 01. This is a convenient assumption for keeping our
investigations of the nonlinear network relatively simple.

A. Nonlinear coupling for the incompressible star

As the adiabatic index 01 ! 1, the divergence of the
Lagrangian displacement approaches zero (r 	 � ! 0). In
the coupling coefficients, Eq. (39), these two terms appear
as a product which has to be handled with care.

To find an expression for p�01 � 1�r 	 � � p01r 	 �
note that to first order the Lagrangian perturbations of
density (��) and pressure (�p) obey ��=� � �r 	 �
and �p=p � 01��=� (equations (I14) and (I17) of [12])
yielding

p01r 	 � � ��p: (40)

Note that the term proportional to r 	 �Ar 	 �Br 	 �C van-
ishes because it is multiplied by only two powers of 01.
Thus the incompressible coupling coefficient reduces to

�ABC��
1

2

Z
d3x2fAB�pCg�p�<ABC�<ACB�

�
1

2

Z
d3x��(i

fA(
j
B�

�1�Cg;ij�(
i
A(

j
B(

k
C;ijk�: (41)
B. Coupling of Bryan modes

The Bryan solution of the linear modes is presented in
terms of two scalar potentials � Eq. (14) and �U,
Eq. (13), from which the Lagrangian displacement � is
constructed in Eq. (19). It is in terms of these three quan-
tities that we now construct the incompressible coupling
coefficients (41).

Substituting the expression for the Lagrangian pressure
perturbation into Eq. (41), the coupling coefficient be-
comes

�ABC��
1

2

Z
d3x�2fAB�UCg ��1�

�
1

2

Z
d3x�2fAB�Cg ��2�

�
1

2

Z
d3x�(ifA(

j
B�Cg;ij ��3�

�
1

2

Z
d3x�2fAB(Cg� 	rp�p�<ABC�<ACB� ��4�

�
1

2

Z
d3x��(iA(

j
B(

k
C;ijk� ��5�

(42)

The domain of integration for �1, �2, and �4 is the volume
of the star, the Maclaurin spheroid of eccentricity e. The
integrals for �3 and �5 are taken over all space; however
the factor � contains a step function that limits the integrals
to the volume of the star and possibly a surface term. As
written �ABC has units of energy; computed values are
-7
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appropriately nondimensionalized by dividing by the mode
energy, �.

These terms can be rewritten in various ways that facili-
tate, and check, the calculation of the coupling coefficients.
The only assumptions that are made during these manipu-
lations are that the pressure p vanishes on the stellar
surface, Eq. (5), and that the Lagrangian displacement
has no divergence, r 	 � � 0.

Schenk et al. [12] also give an alternative expression for
the coupling coefficients in equation (4.27) of their paper.
For completeness the correspondence between the cou-
pling terms �1-�5 and their expression is summarized in
Appendix D.

1. �2 and �3

The term �3 contains the second derivative of �. From
Eq. (14), this contains a delta function and yields a surface
integral term of the same form as �5.

Integrating (14) once gives rise to the boundary condi-
tion (equation (3.11) in [15])

�niri��#0��niri��"0��

�
4�G�2

jrpj
��U���

�
�"0

���4�G�n 	��"0; (43)

where use was made of the �p � 0 boundary condition to
obtain the second equation, � is a function that has a
gradient equal to the outward directed unit normal vector
na to the star and vanishes on the stellar surface. In
particular

� � �
p

jrpj
(44)

is an example of one such function.
The surface term in �3 can be computed by letting

�;i � H������"0;i �H�����#0;i; (45)

where H�x� is the Heaviside unit step function.
Differentiating Eq. (45) and using Eq. (43) gives

�;ij � H������"0;ij �H�����#0;ij

� 4�G�����njnink(k: (46)

Using Eq. (46), and integrating by parts once �2 and �3

can be rewritten as an integral over the stellar surface only:

�2 � �3 � �
1

2

Z
d2Ai��(ifA;j(

j
B�Cg � (i

fA(
j
B�C;jg�

�
3

2

Z
d2Ai4�G�

2njnk(
i
A(

j
B(

k
C: (47)

As we show in Appendix C, the last term in Eq. (47) is
equal to ��3� � �5.
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2. �4

Term �4 is difficult to compute numerically as written.
The two terms cancel to leading order in �2 in the spheri-
cal limit, �e! 0�. Reorganizing the differentiation and
using the �p � 0 boundary condition allows us to rewrite
�4 as a complete divergence. The resulting surface integral
is the same order in � as the other terms in the coupling
coefficient and can be integrated to yield a finite result. The
details of the calculation are given in Appendix B with the
result

�4 �
1

2

Z
d2Ak����UB � �B�(

k
C;i � ��UC

� �C�(kB;i(
i
A �

1

2

Z
d2Ak

�

jrpj2
��UA

� �A�p
;k(iB(

j
Cp;i;j: (48)

The result is asymmetric in the indices ABC, with no cyclic
permutation of indices implied. (The expression can be
symmetrized over the indices if desired by adding the two
terms where the indices are cyclic permutations of ABC
and dividing the complete expression by three.)

3. �5

The term �5 scales as O��6� compared to the other
terms that scale as O��2�. Appendix C shows that �5 can
be rewritten as the surface term

�5 �
1

2

Z
d3x4�G�2�����(iA(

j
B(

k
Cnkninj�: (49)

In the spherical limit Eq. (49) is identically zero.
In the nonspherical case, this is the only term in the

coupling coefficients that cannot be calculated by means of
our polynomial representation and term-by-term integra-
tion (Section V). It does, however, yield an integral that can
be solved analytically as is shown in Appendix C.
V. COMPUTATION OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS
AND OTHER INTEGRALS

The computation of the coupling coefficients, shear
damping, gravitational radiation driving or damping, and
normalization require the integration of quantities related
to �U, �, �, and their covariant derivatives to be com-
puted over the volume of the background spheroid and its
surface. The highly oscillatory nature of the functions for
large n values precludes a direct numerical integration.

Our approach is to represent the functions analytically as
far as possible. We store the linear potentials, �U, � as
polynomials in z and $. These potentials can be con-
structed directly from the recursion relations in z and $
as derived in Appendix A, if the frequency of the eigen-
mode is known. Integration of the coupling coefficient over
the volume of the spheroid can then be achieved analyti-
-8
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cally. The coupling coefficient is computed as a polyno-
mial and each term integrated individually.

The analytic integral of a typical term in the coupling
coefficient is obtained by working in the coordinates s and
~@which map the interior of the star onto the unit sphere and
are defined by the coordinate transformation
TABLE I. Selection rules obeyed by coupling coefficients.

Selection Rule Statement of rule
parity nA � nB � nC � odd number ) �ABC � 0
azimuthal, m mA �mB �mC � 0 ) �ABC � 0
triangular nC � jnA � nBj ) �ABC � 0

nA � nB � nC ) �ABC � 0

124017
$ � Res sin~@; z � Rps cos~@: (50)

In these coordinates the volume element is d3x �
R2
eRps2 sin~@dsd~@d& and the integral over the star can be

written as
Z
d3x$kzhei�mA�mB�mC�& � R2�k

e R1�h
p

Z 2�

0
ei�mA�mB�mC�&d&�

Z �

0
sink�1 ~@cosh ~@d@

Z 1

0
s2�k�hds

�
2�R2�k

e R1�h
p

3� k� h
��mA �mB �mC� � B

�
k� 2

2
;
h� 1

2

�
�1� ��1�h; (51)
where B�x; y� is the Beta function.
All other integrals over the volume of the star, for

example, the normalization, damping, etc., can be done
in a similar way. The analytic result for normalization is
used to check the accuracy of the method.

In spite of using the analytic value for the individual
terms in the integral, round-off errors become a serious
problem. For the case where the coefficient is stored as a
double precision floating point number, all significant dig-
its in the normalization calculation have been lost by the
time n > 16. Successive addition and subtraction of nearly
equal terms cause the loss of precision.

To overcome the loss in precision we made use of the
GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library (GMP) 4.1.2
and worked to 32 digits accuracy. This resulted in the
normalization integral differing from the analytic value
by <10�25 and coupling coefficients obeying their selec-
tion rules listed in Table I to within 10�19 . The cost of this
increased accuracy is speed: 104 couplings take approxi-
mately four days to compute on a Pentium 4, 2GHz
processor.

VI. PROPERTIES OF COUPLING COEFFICIENTS

The importance of a coupling in an oscillator network is
determined by two factors: the magnitude of the coupling
j��+�j and the detuning

�w�+� � w� � w+ � w� (52)

or frequency mismatch between the three coupled modes
with frequencies w�, w+, and w�. Modes with small de-
tuning will ultimately play a far more important role in the
dynamics of the problem than those with a larger frequency
mismatch. Basically, a triplet with large detuning adds a
very rapidly oscillating component to the nonlinear terms
which on average will be zero. A small detuning results in a
slowly varying contribution which may have a large accu-
mulative effect and substantial influence.

The computed values for all the coupling coefficients up
to a maximum value of n � 12 as a function of detuning
are shown in Fig. 3.

As mentioned in Schenk et al. [12], the coupling coef-
ficients obey a set of selection rules. Our direct calculation
verifies those stated in equations (5.11), (5.12), and (5.13)
of their paper. An additional selection rule, the triangular
selection rule on n, was discovered empirically. A com-
plete list of selection rules obeyed by the coupling coef-
ficients in the spherical limit is summarized in Table I. All
other coupling coefficients are found to be nonzero. We
find that these selection rules persist for modes with non-
zero eccentricity, at least for the few coefficients we
checked.
FIG. 3 (color online). The magnitude of the coupling coeffi-
cient of a triplet of modes vs its detuning. In the background
(light) are all the 766884 nonzero couplings for modes with n �
12. The foreground (dark) shows the 3748 direct couplings to the
(n � 3, m � 2) r-mode.
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Schenk et al. [12] also list a number of selection rules to
O���. If we consider � to be O�1� then Eq. (19) implies
that �U and � are O��2�. Since all the coupling terms
except �5 are composed of terms such as ((�U or ((�,
the lowest order coupling coefficient is O��2�. Thus the
additional selection rules in [12] are trivially satisfied since
they are only valid to O���.

The empirically discovered triangular selection rule on n
has also been seen in other calculations dealing with 2D
planetary Rossby waves [23]. The coupling coefficients
used in those calculations are less complicated than those
considered in our case.

In their paper on the saturation of the r-mode instability
[18], Arras et al. make a momentum conservation assump-
tion in their equation (A2) to obtain the scalings for a
cascade solution. We find that all the couplings on which
they based their calculation are zero since the momentum
conservation assumption corresponds to the equality case
of the triangular selection rule. However immediately ad-
jacent to those modes are modes which give nonzero
couplings and for which their WKB solution may still be
valid.

We find that the contribution to the coupling coefficients
of terms containing perturbations to the gravitational po-
tential are of the same order of magnitude as the hydro-
dynamic terms. This calls into question the applicability of
the Cowling approximation, which is often assumed to
apply, for modes where the time scales are long and gravity
has plenty of time to act.
VII. DISCUSSION

This paper provides the necessary analytic background
and the computational approach required for calculating
the couplings between the inertial modes of an incompress-
ible perfect fluid star. These couplings determine the os-
cillator network of nonlinearly coupled modes that we
shall use to explore the r-mode instability in neutron stars
[13].

Although we have focused on the zero eccentricity limit
in this paper, the techniques described are not limited to the
spherical case, and remain valid for arbitrary rotation. An
investigation into the effect of rotation on the eigenfunc-
tions and frequencies, and resulting couplings and damping
of modes will be an interesting study in its own right.

A complete list of selection rules obeyed by the cou-
plings is given in Table I. These rules along with the
frequency spectrum shown in Fig. 1 determine the basic
nature and connectivity of the oscillator network. This
structure will influence the nature of the dynamics of
energy transfer from the unstable large scale r-mode to
the smaller damping scales and will set the maximum
attainable amplitude of the r-mode. The numerical integra-
tion of this network, and a detailed look at the nonlinear
dynamics that result, will be discussed in detail in [13]. The
simplest dynamical system resulting from this network, the
124017
three-mode Hamiltonian system, has already been used to
analytically explain the dynamics of the catastrophic decay
of large amplitude r-modes observed in the hydrodynam-
ical simulations [11]. It is expected that investigation of the
larger network will further increase our understanding of
the evolution of the unstable r-mode.
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APPENDIX A: GENERATING EIGENFUNCTIONS
IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES

Our method of generating the potentials uses the recur-
rence relations of Legendre functions, Eqs. (A1) to con-
struct the potentials as polynomials in $ and z,

�n�m�Pmn �x��x�2n�1�Pmn�1�x���n�m�1�Pmn�2�x�;

Pmm�x�� ��1�m�2m�1�!!�1�x2�
m
2 ;

Pmm�1�x��x�2m�1�Pmm�x�:

(A1)

Using Eqs. (A1) we derive the recurrence relations for the
products of Legendre functions needed in Eqs. (18) and
(15). Define

Imn � Pmn �x1�Pmn �x2�;

Imm � ��2m� 1�!!2
� ����������������������������������

�1� x21��1� x22�
q �

m
;

Imm�1 � x1x2�2m� 12Imm:

(A2)

We shall also need the quantities

Gm
n � x1Pmn �x1�Pmn�1�x2� � x2Pmn �x2�Pmn�1�x1�;

Gm
m � 0; Gm

m�1 � �x21 � x22��2m� 1�Imm:
(A3)

Using Eqs. (A1) we can write

�n�m�2Imn �x1x2�2n�1�2Imn�1��n�m�1�2Imn�2

��2n�1��n�m�1�Gm
n�1;

�n�m�Gm
n ��x21�x

2
2��2n�1�Imn�1�

�n�m�1�

�n�m�1�

���n�m�2�Gm
n�2�2x1x2�2n�3�Imn�2:

(A4)

Notice that the only combinations of coordinates that enter
-10



TABLE II. Terms generated when integrating p<ABC by parts.
Terms labeled D yield surface integrals while those labeled V are
volume integrals. The left hand column shows successive steps
in the integration process while the right hand column summa-
rizes the terms.

V0 � p(iA;j(
j
B;k(

k
C;i

V0 � D1 � V1 D1 � �p(iA(
j
B;k(

k
C;i�;j

V1 � V2 � V3 V2 � p;j(
i
A(

j
B;k(

k
C;i

V3 � p(iA(
j
B;k(

k
C;i;j

V2 � D2 � V4 D2 � �p;j(
i
A(

j
B(

k
C;i�;k

V4 � V5 � V6 V5 � p;j;k(
i
A(

j
B(

k
C;i

V6 � p;j(
j
B2AC

V3 � D3 � V7 D3 � �p(iA(
j
B;k(

k
C;j�;i

V7 � V8 � V9 V8 � p;i(
i
A2BC

V9 � p(iA(
j
B;k;i(

k
C;j

V5 � D4 � V10 D4 � �p;j;k(
i
A(

j
B(

k
C�;i

V10 � V11 � V12 V11 � p;j;k;i(
i
A(

j
B(

k
C

V12 � p;j;k(
i
A(

j
B;i(

k
C
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these relations for �U, Eq. (18) with (x1 � (, x2 � ~#) are����������������������������������
�1� x21��1� x22�

q
�
$
b
;

�x21 � x22� � 1�
$2

b2
�

z2

b2d2
; x1x2 �

z
bd
:

(A5)

The gravitational potential ��"0 inside the star,
Eq. (15) (x1 � #, x2 � i") can be constructed using��������������������������������

�1�x21��1�x
2
2�

q
�
$
a
; �x21�x

2
2��1�

$2

a2
�
z2

a2
;

x1x2�
iz
a
:

(A6)

APPENDIX B: TERM �4 AS A SURFACE TERM

This appendix computes the surface integral version of
�4 through successive integrations by parts and application
of the boundary condition �p � 0. The integrations by
parts can be conducted by means of the manipulations
listed in Table II. Using Table II �4 can be rewritten as
follows

p<ABC�D1�D2�V5�V6�V3

�D1�D2�D4�V6�V11�V12�D3�V8�V9:

(B1)

Let an over bar indicate that the B and C have been
interchanged. Then

p<ACB � D1 �D2 � V5 � V6 � V3

� D1 �D2 � V12 � V6 � V9: (B2)
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For the case of an incompressible fluid the pressure is a
quadratic function in x, y, and z and as a result V11 � 0.
This allows �4 to be written as

�4 �
1

2

Z
d3x�D1 �D2 �D4 �D3 �D1 �D2�; (B3)

which is a complete divergence and can be expressed as a
surface integral over the boundary of the star.

The pressure vanishes on the stellar surface, so, the
terms D1, D1, and D3 can be ignored and

�4 �
1

2

Z
d3x��D2 �D4 �D2�: (B4)

Finally the �p � 0 boundary condition can be used to
rewrite the nonzero terms:

�
1

2

Z
d3x�D2 �D2� �

1

2

Z
d2Ak����UB � �B�(

i
A(

k
C;i

� ��UC � �C�(
i
A(

k
B;i; (B5)

1

2

Z
d3xD4 � �

1

2

Z
d2Ak

�

jrpj2
��UA

� �A�p
;k(iB(

j
Cp;i;j: (B6)
APPENDIX C: ANALYTIC COMPUTATION OF �5

The computation of �5 requires a more detailed look at
the background gravitational potential of a Maclaurin
spheroid. We provide this background information in
subsection C 1. The integral expression for �5 in terms of
the Lagrangian displacement is derived in subsection C 2
while the analytic evaluation of this integral in terms of
Legendre functions is detailed in subsection C 3.

1. Background—Ellipsoidal Figures of Equilibrium

The background potential of a uniformly rotating star
has been extensively studied. The results presented here are
a brief summary of the parts of Chandrasekhar’s book [19]
relevant to the computation of �5.

The gravitational potential obeying the equation r2 �
�4�G� at an internal point xi (Cartesian coordinates) of a
homogeneous ellipsoid with semiaxis ai is given by (equa-
tions (18),(40) of [19])

�"0 � �G�
�
I �

X3
i�1

Aix2i

�
; (C1)

where

Ai � a1a2a3
Z 1

0

du

��a2i � u�
(C2)

with ��u�2 � �a21 � u��a22 � u��a23 � u� and
I � a1a2a3

R
1
0 du=�.
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The gravitational potential at an external point can be
found using equations (70),(71),(72) of [19] and is

�#0 � �G�a1a2a3
Z 1

F

du
�

�
1�

X3
i�1

x2i
a2i � u

�
(C3)

with F the ellipsoidal coordinate that is the positive root of
the equation

X3
i�1

x2i
a2i � F

� 1: (C4)

The gradients of the potentials are (no summation over
repeated indices)

�"0;i � �2�G�xiAi; (C5)

�#0;i � �2�G�xia1a2a3
Z 1

F

du

��a2i � u�
: (C6)

Note that on the surface of the star corresponding to F �
0 the inner and outer potentials and their gradients are
continuous.

2. Integral Expression for Term �5

The coupling coefficients require the term ;ijk multi-
plied by the density of the star to be known. The potential
in the interior of the star is a quadratic function of x, y, and
z so it will vanish after taking three derivatives or
�"0;ijk � 0. The density outside the star also vanishes.
The only remaining contribution is due to a surface integral
originating from the discontinuity in ;ij on the boundary
which gives rise to a � function when taking the third
derivative. To compute this term express the second de-
rivative of the potential as

;ij � H�����"0;ij �H����#0;ij: (C7)

Then

;ijk � H�����"0;ijk �H����#0;ijk � nk����

� ��#0;ij ��"0;ij�; (C8)

where the first term is zero and the second does not
contribute anything to the coupling coefficient. What re-
mains is to calculate �#0;ij ��"0;ij on the boundary of
the star:

��#0;ij ��"0;ij�jF�0 � 2�G�
a1a2a3xi
a2i��0�

@F
@xj

��������F�0

� 2�G�
xi
a2i

@F
@xj

��������F�0
: (C9)

Differentiating Eq. (C4) with respect to xj and subse-
quently specializing to case of the stellar boundary gives
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2xj
a2j � F

�
@F
@xj

X3
i�1

;

x2i
�a2i � F�2

@F
@xj

��������F�0
�

2xj
a2j

1P3
i�1 x

2
i =a

4
i

:

(C10)

Substituting (C10) into (C9) gives

��#0;ij ��"0;ij�jF�0 � �G�
2xi
a2i

2xj
a2j

1P3
i�1 x

2
i =a

4
i

� 4�G�ninj:

(C11)

Thus �5 due to the surface term is

�5 �
1

2

Z
d3x4�G�2�����(iA(

j
B(

k
Cnkninj�: (C12)
3. Analytic integration of �5

The integral for �5 (C12) can be computed analytically
by substituting the explicit expressions for � and �U and
working in spheroidal coordinates on the surface of the
star. After some manipulation [20] Eq. (C12) reduces to:

�5 �
2�G�2

a2�4�2�3

�
+

w
������������������
�1�w2�

p �
�1�(2

0�

Pmn �(0�

dPmn
d(0

�
(0m
w

��
A

��	 	 	B�	 	 	C��mA�mB�mC�

�
Z 1

�1
d#

1

�#2 � "20 �
PmA
nA �#�P

mB
nB �#�P

mC
nC �#�: (C13)

This expression is symmetrical with respect to the mode
indices, A, B, and C and the term �	 	 	B indicates that a
similar expression as that contained in the square braces
�	 	 	A for mode A should be included. Note that it is these
three factors that determine the O��6� scaling of �5, while
multiplication by the normalization factors,  of each
mode, cancels the �6 in the denominator of the constant
factor.

To compute the contribution of the integral, suppose u �
v� w, 0< l; n;m, and juj � l, jvj � m, jwj � n. Then
the integral contribution rewritten in terms of partial frac-
tions is

Z 1

�1
d#

Pul P
v
mPwn

�#2�"20 �
�
Z 1

�1
d#

Pul P
v
mPwn

2i"0

�
1

#� i"0
�

1

#� i"0

�
:

(C14)

The solution to the general case can be built up using
induction. This method for calculating the integral is based
on the approach used by Gaunt [24] to calculate the inte-
gral of the product three Legendre functions. We first
consider the two base cases: n � w and n � w� 1.
-12
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Case n � w: Recall that

Pnn �
��1�n�2n�!

2nn!
�1� x2�n=2;

P�m
n � ��1�m

�n�m�!
�n�m�!

Pmn
(C15)

(also holds for Qm
n ) and use the integral [25,26]

Z 1

�1
dxxk

�1� x2�m=2

�z� x�
Pmn � ��2i�m�1� z2�m=2Qm

n �z�z
k

(C16)

provided m � n; k � 0; 1; . . . ; n�m; z is in the complex
plane with a cut along the interval ��1; 1� on the real axis.
SoZ 1

�1
d#

Pul P
v
mP

n
n

�#2�"20 �
�

�2n�!
2nn!�2i"0�

Z 1

�1

�
1

#� i"0
�

1

#� i"0

�
���1�#2�u=2Pul 

���1�#2��v=2Pvmd#: (C17)
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Using Rodriques’s Formula

Pn�x� �
1

2nn!
dn�x2 � 1�n

dxn
;

Pmn �x� � ��1�m�1� x2�m=2
dmPn
dxm

(C18)

it can be seen that the second term is a polynomial of at
most degree m� v. So if m� v � l� u the integral can
be evaluated using Eq. (C16) to give

Z 1

�1
d#

Pul P
v
mP

n
n

�#2 � "20 �
� ���2i�lQu

l �i"0�P
v
m�i"0�Pnn�i"0�

� �1� ��1�l�m�n: (C19)

Here use was made of Pmn ��z� � ��1�nPmn �z� and
Qm
n ��z� � ���1�nQm

n �z�.
Case w � n� 1, u � v� n� 1: Use Pn�1

n �
�2n� 1�xPn�1

n�1, so that
Z 1

�1
d#

Pul P
v
mPn�1

n

�#2 � "20 �
�

1

�2i"0�

Z 1

�1

�
1

#� i"0
�

1

#� i"0

�
Pul P

v
m�2n� 1�#Pn�1

n�1

�
�2n� 1�i"0

�2i"0�

Z 1

�1

�
1

#� i"0
�

1

#� i"0

�
Pul P

v
mPn�1

n�1

� ���2i�lQu
l �i"0�P

v
m�i"0��2n� 1��i"0�Pn�1

n�1�i"0��1� ��1�l�m�n

� ���2i�lQu
l �i"0�P

v
m�i"0�P

n�1
n �i"0��1� ��1�l�m�n: (C20)

General case m� v � l� u, by induction: Suppose for all k, w< k < n

Z 1

�1
d#

Pul P
v
mP

w
k

�#2 � "20 �
� ���2i�mQu

l �i"0�P
v
m�i"0�P

w
k �i"0��1� ��1�l�m�k: (C21)

Then using the recursion relation, Eq. (A1) (a similar expression holds for Qm
n ) it can be shown that

Z 1

�1
d#

Pul P
v
mP

w
n

�#2 � "20 �
�

1

�2i"0�

Z 1

�1

�
1

#� i"0
�

1

#� i"0

�
Pul P

v
m

�
2n� 1

n� w
#Pwn�1 �

n� w� 1

n� w
Pwn�2

�

�
�2n� 1�i"0
�n� w��2i"0�

Z 1

�1

�
1

#� i"0
�

1

#� i"0

�
Pul P

v
mP

w
n�1

�

�
��2i�lQu

l �i"0�P
v
m�i"0�P

w
n�2�i"0��1� ��1�l�m�n�2�

n� w� 1

n� w
Pwn�2

�

� ���2i�lQu
l �i"0�P

v
m�i"0��1� ��1�l�m�n

�
�2n� 1�i"0
�n� w�

Pwn�1 �
n� w� 1

n� w
Pwn�2

�
� ���2i�lQu

l �i"0�P
v
m�i"0�Pwn �i"0��1� ��1�l�m�n (C22)

completing the proof by induction since the base cases of n � w and n � w� 1 were proved first.
For the other cases m� v > l� u etc., there is nothing in this derivation that requires v, u to be positive. Thus you

could just relabel the Legendre functions appropriately and do the same calculation. The Q factor in the answer then
always corresponds to the original P with largest difference between order and degree.
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APPENDIX D: (4.27) COUPLING COEFFICIENTS
OF SCHENK ET AL.

Here we clarify the correspondence between the �1-�5

of (42) and those in equation (4.27) of [12], which is
reproduced in Eq. (D1) below. The terms containing r 	
� have been omitted. The �p term has also been replaced
using Eq. (12).

�ABC � �
1

2

Z
d3x(ifA(

j
B����UCg�;ij ��1�

�
1

2

Z
d3x(i

fA(
j
B����Cg�;ij ��2�

�
1

2

Z
d3x�(i

fA(
j
B�C;ijg ��3�

�
1

2

Z
d3x(iA(

j
B(

k
Cp;ijk ��4�

�
1

2

Z
d3x�(iA(

j
B(

k
C;ijk ��5�

(D1)

In this case the domain of integration is all space and the
pressure is taken to be p � pH����, that is, it vanishes
outside the star. All fields are taken to vanish at infinity, and
complete divergence terms can be ignored. So doing inte-
gration by parts twice yields �1 � �1 and �2 � �2, the step
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function in � restricting the integration to the volume of the
star only. Note that �3 � �3 and �5 � �5 trivially.

The �4 term can be treated using the machinery devel-
oped in Table II:

(iA(
j
B(

k
Cp;ijk � V11

� �p<ABC �D1 �D2 �D4 �D3

� V6 � V12 � V8 � V9 (D2)

and
V9 � V12 � �p<ACB �D1 �D2 � V6 (D3)

so

(iA(
j
B(

k
Cp;ijk��p�<ABC�<ACB��D1�D2�D4�D1

�D2�D3�V6�V8�V6: (D4)

All D terms can be ignored because the boundary is
taken to be at infinity. Using the definitions of Table II:

V6 � V8 � V6 � 2fAB(iCgp;i: (D5)

The only term that needs interpreting is p;j

p;j � �H����p;j � H����p;j � ����pnj (D6)

but since p vanishes on the boundary, we are left with
H����p;j which restricts the integral to the volume of the
star and yields an exact equivalence to the �4 term.
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